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Echivalent, a de programe

int i, n = 10, s = 0;

for (i = 0; i < 10; ++i) {

s += i;

}

movl $0, -4(%rbp)

movl $10, -12(%rbp)

movl $0, -16(%rbp)

movl $0, -8(%rbp)

LBB0_1:

cmpl $10, -8(%rbp)

jge LBB0_4

movl -8(%rbp), %eax

movl -16(%rbp), %ecx

addl %eax, %ecx

movl %ecx, -16(%rbp)

movl -8(%rbp), %eax

addl $1, %eax

movl %eax, -8(%rbp)

jmp LBB0_1

LBB0_4:



Echivalent, a de programe

I Intrare: două programe P s, i Q

I Ies, ire: da/nu (dacă P s, i Q produc acelas, i rezultat)



Motivat, ie

for i = 0 to n do

s := s + i;

for (i = 0; i <= n; ++i) {

s += i;

}

I n = MAX INT

I Are you sure your compiler is correct?
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Cum definim echivalent, a de programe

Două programe P s, i Q sunt echivalente dacă pentru orice input I :

I P(I ) s, i Q(I ) se opresc cu acelas, i rezultat (total equivalence);

I dacă P(I ) se opres, te atunci Q(I ) se opres, te cu acelas, i rezultat
s, i invers (full equivalence);

I dacă P(I ) s, i Q(I ) se opresc, atunci produc acelas, i rezultat
(partial equivalence).



Rezultate

I echivalent, a mutuală - ICFEM 2014

I echivalent, a part, ială - SYNASC 2014

I fundamentele agregării de limbaje - WADT 2014



Două programe interesante

c := n

n := 1

while (c != 1)

n := n + 1

if (c % 2 != 0)

then c := 3 * c + 1

else c := c / 2

P

let f n a =

if n != 1

then

if n % 2 != 0

then f (3*n+1) (a+1)

else f (n/2) (a+1)

else

a

Q

6, 3, 10, 5, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1



Sistem deductiv pentru full equivalence

Axiom
' 2 E

` ' +1 E
Conseq

|= '! 9x̃.'0 ` '0 +1 E

` ' +1 E
Case Analysis

` ' +1 E ` '0 +1 E

` ' _ '0 +1 E

Step
|= '1 )⇤

1 '0
1 |= '2 )⇤

2 '0
2 ` h'0

1,'
0
2i +1 E

` h'1,'2i +1 E

Circularity
|= '1 )+

1 '0
1 |= '2 )+

2 '0
2 ` h'0

1,'
0
2i +1 E [ {h'1,'2i}

` h'1,'2i +1 E

Fig. 9. Full Equivalence Proof System.

do not know if they terminate (this is the well-known Collatz conjecture), it is still possible to establish that
they are fully equivalent, independently of the Collatz conjecture: if they both terminate they produce the
same result and if one does not terminate, the other does not terminate either. Therefore we have |= '3 +1 E
as well.

7. Proving Full Program Equivalence

Here we provide a language-parametric foundation for showing equivalence of programs written in possibly
di↵erent languages. We assume that the set E of matching logic formulae that characterize the pairs of
programs that are known to be equivalent is fixed.

7.1. Proof System

In this section, we introduce a proof system that is able to derive sequents of the form ` ' +1 E denoting
full equivalences that are sound in the sense that ` ' +1 E implies |= ' +1 E. Figure 9 contains the 5-rule
proof system for proving full equivalence of programs.

Note that although we used proof rule names similar to those in prior work on language-independent
program verification [11, 36, 35, 34], our rules in Figure 9 are new. Unlike in prior work where the proof
rules were used to derive program reachability claims in one object language, our proof rules are used
for establishing binary relationships between programs in two di↵erent languages. This is reminiscent of
bisimulation [26], although note that two related programs are allowed to execute any number of steps in their
corresponding semantics before other related programs are reached again. The main challenge in designing
the proof system in Figure 9 was to properly capture the mutual termination of the two programs involved
in a relation pair. For example, just hiding the intermediate transitions as invisible, like weak bisimulations
do [26], would not work; it is well-known that weak bisimulation cannot distinguish terminating from non-
terminating processes.

The first rule is Axiom. There is nothing suprizing about this rule; it simply states that if an equivalence
is known to be true, then it can be derived.

The second rule is Conseq(uence). This rule allows to perform domain reasoning in the formula. It
states that if a formula ' implies another formula 9x̃.'0 (which means that '0 is more general than ') and
the sequent ` '0 +1 E is derivable, then ` ' +1 E must also be derivable. Recall that the judgement
` ' +1 E holds if then programs denoted by J'K reach JEK. The required implication might seem surprising
at first sight (we might expect it to be the other way around), but the intuition is that 9x̃.'0 is more general
than ' in the sense that J'K ✓ J'0K. Moreover J9x̃.'0K = J'0K. The existential quantifier allows to hide
certain variables. Therefore if we are able to prove the equivalence for '0, then ' must also hold (since fewer
programs “fit” '). This rule is used in the example proof tree below (in Figure 10) to rearrange a formula of
the form (n!=Int1 _ n =Int 1) ^ . . . into true ^ . . .. Another possible use of Conseq would be, for example,
to transform a more particular case, like “n = 20”, into a more general case “n is even” in order to be able
to apply other rules. In the implementation of this rule, an oracle for deciding matching logic implication is
needed.

The third rule is Case Analysis. This allows to branch the proof depending on the di↵erent cases to
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Exemplu de arbore de demonstrare pentru secvent, a Collatz

PGM1 ⌘ c := n; n := 1; LOOP1

LOOP1 ⌘ while (c != 1)
n := n + 1;
if (c % 2 != 0)

then c := 3 * c + 1
else c := c / 2

PGM2 ⌘ µf.�n.�a.LOOP2

LOOP2 ⌘ if (n != 1)
then if (n % 2 != 0)
then f (3 * n + 1) (a + 1)
else f (n / 2) (a + 1)

else a

Fig. 8. An IMP program PGM1 and a FUN program PGM2 that both compute the Collatz function. The IMP program proceeds
iteratively, incrementing a counter n at each step until 1 is reached. The FUN program is recursive. It takes two arguments: the
current value n and an accumulator a that counts how many steps were already taken.

Full equivalence is defined as ”partially equivalent and mutually terminate” and is formally expressed as
follows:

Definition 19 (Full Equivalence). We write |= ' +1 E, and say that ' reaches E, i↵ for all configura-
tions h�1, �2i 2 J'K we have that:

1. both �1 and �2 diverge (with respect to !1 and respectively !2), or

2. there exist �0
1 and �0

2 such that �1 !⇤
1 �0

1, �2 !⇤
2 �0

2 and h�0
1, �

0
2i 2 JEK.

Total equivalence is defined as ”P1 and P2 are partially equivalent and both terminate” and is captured
by the following formal definition:

Definition 20 (Total Equivalence). We write |= ' +! E, and say that ' totally reaches E, i↵ for all
configurations h�1, �2i 2 J'K we have that both �1 and �2 terminate (with respect to !1 and respectively
!2), and there exist �0

1 and �0
2 such that with �1 !⇤

1 �0
1, �2 !⇤

2 �0
2 and h�0

1, �
0
2i 2 JEK.

Example 12. Let E = {hhskip : (n 7! i, )i, hiii}. The singleton set E denotes all pairs of IMP and
respectively FUN configurations where:

1. the IMP program terminated (since it consists only of the statement skip) and the program variable n
maps to the integer i,

2. the FUN program terminated (since it consists only of the expression i) with the same value i of the IMP
variable n.

By using the set E defined above as the “base equivalence relation”, we express the fact that we expect
the result of the IMP program to end up in the program variable n, and this value should be the same as the
result of the FUN program. Furthermore, the values of the rest of the variables (other than n) are ignored.

We consider the following formulae '1, '2 and '3 (note that PGM1 and PGM2 are defined in Figure 8):

'1 = hhcode1 : n 7! ni, hexp1 nii ^ n >=Int 0
'2 = hhcode2 : i, hexp2 0ii
'3 = hhcode3 : n 7! ni, hexp3 n 1ii.

where:
code1 ⌘ i:=n; n:=0; while i>0 do (n:=n+i; i:=i-1)
exp1 ⌘ µf.�x.if x==1 then 1 else x+f (x-1)
code2 ⌘ while 1 do skip
exp2 ⌘ (µf.�x.f x)
code3 ⌘ PGM1

exp3 ⌘ PGM2.

The formula '1 denotes pairs of IMP and respectively FUN configurations where the IMP program
executes code1 starting in an environment where the program variable n is mapped to the non-negative
integer n and the FUN program executes the recursive function exp1 with the same non-negative value n as
argument. The IMP code code1 compute the sum of the integers 1 up to the value of the program variable n,
while the FUN function exp1 computes the sum of the integers 1 up to the value of its argument. Since both
programs terminate (we have that n � 0) and they end up with the same result, we have that |= '1 +1 E.

The formula '2 contains two programs that both diverge: the IMP program contains an infinite loop
while the FUN program contains a non-terminating recursive function. Obviously we have that |= '2 +1 E.

Finally, the '3 pattern contains two programs that both compute the Collatz function. Even though we
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' := n !=Int 1 ^ hhLOOP1 : n 7! i, c 7! ni, hPGM2 n iii
1. ` hhskip : n 7! i, i, hiii +1 E Axiom
2. ` hhskip : n 7! i, i, hiii +1 E [ {'} Axiom
3. ` hhskip : n 7! i, c 7! 1i, hiii +1 E Conseq(1)
4. ` hhskip : n 7! i, c 7! 1i, hiii +1 E [ {'} Conseq(2)
5. ` n =Int 1 ^ hhLOOP1 : n 7! i, c 7! ni, hPGM2 n iii +1 E Step(3)
6. ` n =Int 1 ^ hhLOOP1 : n 7! i, c 7! ni, hPGM2 n iii +1 E [ {'} Step(4)
7. ` n !=Int 1 ^ hhLOOP1 : n 7! i, c 7! ni, hPGM2 n iii +1 E [ {'} Axiom
8. ` hhLOOP1 : n 7! i, c 7! ni, hPGM2 n ii) +1 E [ {'} Conseq(CA(6, 7))
9. ` n !=Int 1 ^ hhLOOP1 : n 7! i, c 7! ni, hPGM2 n iii +1 E Circularity (8)
10. ` hhLOOP1 : n 7! i, c 7! ni, hPGM2 n iii +1 E Conseq(CA(5, 9))
11. ` hhLOOP1 : n 7!1, c 7! ni, hPGM2 n 1ii +1 E Conseq(10)
12. ` hhPGM1 : n 7!ni, hPGM2 n 1ii +1 E Step (11)

Fig. 10. Formal proof showing that the two Collatz programs are fully equivalent. CA stands for Case Analysis. The main use
of Conseq in the proof tree above is to write true as n !=Int 0 _ n =Int 0 in order to be able to apply CA. We also make use of
Conseq liberally, without making it explicit in the proof tree, in order to rewrite the pattern in the appropriate form.

Related Work. It was first remarked by Hoare in [17] that program equivalence might be easier than
program correctness. Among the recent works on equivalence we mention [13, 14, 6]. The first one targets
programs that include recursive procedures, the second one exploits similarities between single-threaded
programs in order to prove their equivalence, and the third one extends the equivalence-verification to
multi-threaded programs. They use operational semantics (of a specific language they designed, called LPL)
and proof systems, and formally prove their proof system’s soundness. Symbolic programs are considered
in [24] but for a di↵erent notion of program equivalence. In [13] a classification of equivalence relations
used in program-equivalence research is given, one of which is full equivalence. The main di↵erence with
our approach is that our proof system is language-independent, i.e., it is parametric in the semantics of the
two languages in which candidate equivalent programs are written; whereas the deductive system of [13]
proves equivalence for LPL programs. On the other hand, [13] propose deductive systems for several kinds
of equivalences, whereas we focus on full equivalence only. In [21], an implementation of a parametrized
equivalence prover is presented.

A lot of work on program equivalence arise from the verification of compilation in a broad sense. One ap-
proach is full compiler verification (e.g. CompCert [23]), which is incomparable to our work since it produces
computer-checked proofs of equivalence for a particular language, while our own work produces proofs (not
computer-checked) of equivalence for any language. Another approach is the individual verification of each
compilation [28]. Other work targets specific classes of languages: functional [30], microcode [2], CLP [9]. In
order to be less language-specific some approaches advocate the use of intermediate languages, such as [22],
which works on the Boogie intermediate language. However, our approach is better, since our proof system
works directly with the language semantics; therefore there is no need to trust the compiler from the original
language to Boogie. And finally, only a few approaches, among which [23, 2], deal with real-life language
and industrial-size programs in those languages. This is in contrast to the equivalence checking of hardware
circuits, which has entered the mainstream industrial practice (see, e.g., [40] for a survey on this topic).

Bisimulation techniques such as [38] are also highly language dependent, work on a single language and
a more formal general framework is left as future work. Our work has more in common with the approach
of logical relations started by the notion of representation independence of Mitchell [27] and continued by
others [4, 18, 1]. Like logical relations, our Circularity rule allows to postulate synchronisation points
between the two programs. Unlike in logical relations, our “synchronization points” are given incrementally,
during the construction of the proof tree. Also unlike logical relations, our synchronization points are specified
directly, by a matching logic formula, and not by a logical relation between the two states. This is possible
because the two languages have been aggregated and the common sorts are identified in the aggregated
language and has the advantage of being naturally language-independent. In fact, our work can be seen as
a relational Hoare logic like in [3], but parametric in the operational semantics of the two programming
languages. A line of work by Hur and others [19, 20] aims at reconciling the advantages of bisimulations with
those of Kripke logical relations. Compared to their approach, our work is inherently language-parametric;
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Concluzie

I avantaj: abordare interlimbaj

I pe viitor: verificarea de compilatoare

I pe viitor: verificarea de tip (type-checking)

I pe viitor: verificarea corespondent, ei implementare - specificare
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